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Abstract. Expressive knowledge representations with flexible semantic 
similarity measures are central for the functioning of semantic information 
retrieval, information integration, matchmaking etc. Existing knowledge 
representations provide no or not sufficient support to model the scope of 
properties. While properties in feature- and geometric models always refer to 
the whole concept, structured representations such as the alignment model 
provide a limited support for scope by assigning properties to objects which are 
part of the whole entity. Network models do not support properties at all. 
In this paper we propose a hybrid model: a structured knowledge representation 
combining the relational structure of semantic nets with property-based 
description of feature- or geometric models. It supports to model properties—
features or dimensions—and their scope by taxonomic or non-taxonomic 
relations between a concept and its properties. The similarity measure computes 
the similarity in consideration of the scope of each property. 

1.   Introduction 

In this paper we aim to develop a measure to assess the semantic similarity between 
concepts. According to E. Smith, a concept is "a mental representation of a class or 
individual and deals with what is being represented and how that information is 
typically used during the categorization" (Smith 1989, p. 502). To assess similarity 
between concepts with formal measures, these "mental" concepts must be represented 
in a computer-readable form: we investigate different knowledge representations 
based on features, dimensions and relations and propose a new, hybrid model for 
structured representation of concepts. 

The knowledge representations under investigation in this paper all have a 
cognitive foundation. They are contrary to formal ontologies used in the semantic 
web: These formal ontologies are based on first order logic and define semantics by 
stating necessary and sufficient conditions for something to be an instance of a class. 
Individuals and classes of formal ontologies are processed by syllogistic reasoning 
(see also (Gärdenfors 1999; 2004) for detailed discussion). These ontologies do not 
reflect very well the way humans form and process concepts and cognize the world. 



 

Here, we investigate knowledge representations which arose from theories about 
human knowledge structure and human similarity judgment. 

Structured knowledge representations are essential for similarity measurement, 
because they "make explicit the relations between elements in a situation, and allow 
complex representation to be constructed through the combination of simpler 
elements" (Markman 1999, p. 124). Reviewing conventional knowledge 
representations we conclude that they provide no or not sufficient structure to 
represent the complexity of a concept's semantic, neither include this information in 
the similarity measure. To specify concepts we require a model that is able to 
represent relations between concepts, between its elements and the scope of these 
elements. 

The scope of representational elements such as properties is what a property refers 
to. While some refer to the whole concept, others describe only parts or some specific 
aspect of the concept. This scope must be reflected not only in the knowledge 
representation model, but also included in the similarity measure. 

Section 2 gives an overview of existing knowledge representations and their 
similarity measures and evaluates them regarding to their ability to represent relations 
and scope. In section 3 we define different types of scope and explain how different 
elements of the hybrid model are combined to represent scope of properties. Section 4 
describes the similarity measure and section 5 evaluates the approach in a case study 
and discusses the results. The final section provides conclusions and directions for 
future work. 

2.   Related Work 

This section gives an overview of different knowledge representations and their 
similarity measures. 

2.1   Feature Model 

The most prominent feature models are Tversky's contrast and ratio model (Tversky 
1977; Tversky and Gati 1978; 1982; Sattath and Tversky 1987). Objects (or stimuli)1 
are represented via an unstructured list of features which may correspond to 
components, concrete or abstract properties of the object. A sunflower may be 
described by the features 'stalk', 'bloom' and 'root' reflecting the components, 'yellow' 
for the colour of the bloom and 'tall' for its height. 

The contrast model (equation 1) and the ratio model (equation 2) are set theoretic 
models assessing the similarity of two objects via their ratio of common ( BA∩ ) and 
distinct features ( BA −  or AB − ). While common features increase the similarity, 
distinct features decrease it. This similarity measure underlies the assumption that 

                                                           
1 Tversky applies the feature model only to objects or stimuli. Rodriguez (Rodriguez 2000; 

Rodriguez and Egenhofer 2003, 2004) used Tversky's feature model to measure similarity 
between entity classes which are concepts about the real world (see also footnote 4). 



 

similarity is asymmetric and neither minimality nor triangle inequality hold (obtained 
by parameters α  and β  in the formulas). 
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As illustrated in the example before features refer always to whole object. Although 
the colour 'yellow' only describes the bloom of the flower, it is assigned to the whole 
object. The scope of features can only be represented by combining the feature and its 
scope in one compound feature such as 'yellowBloom'. Compound features are 
themselves features which either match features of the other object or not. Due to the 
large set of possible compound features ('yellowBloom' or 'yellowBloomLeaves' etc.) 
these kinds of features do not lead to good measurements. Feature models assess only 
entire feature matches and no partial match is detected between 'yellowBloom' and 
'yellowBloomLeaves'. 

Another disadvantage is the inability of feature models to relate two objects in a 
structured way, e.g. the fact that a bloom is connected to the stalk of a flower can 
again only be expressed by the compound feature 'bloomConnectedToStalk'. No 
partial match would be detected between 'bloomConnectedToStalk' and 
'leaveConnectedToStalk'. A relational representation of these features—e.g. 
connectedTo(bloom,stalk) and connectedTo(leave,stalk)—could detect similarity via 
an alignment of arguments. 

2.2   Geometric Model 

Geometric models use the notion of multidimensional vector spaces to represent 
objects and concepts. Gärdenfors introduced conceptual spaces, a geometric model 
for representing information at a conceptual level (Gärdenfors 2000). Conceptual 
spaces are a set of metric quality dimensions where one single or several dimensions 
form one domain2. All dimensions belonging to one domain are integral. In analogy to 
features, each domain in the conceptual space represents one property. Concepts3 are 
represented by an n-dimensional region in the vector space and objects by a point. 

                                                           
2 We use the word dimension to refer to the mathematical structure. The values for a property 

are specified in a domain (modelled by a dimension). 
3 Gärdenfors defines concepts by comparing them to properties: a property "is defined with the 

aid of a single dimension or a small number or integral dimensions forming one domain" 
(Gärdenfors 2000, p. 60). A concept is a more general case of a property and is defined by a 
set of dimensions or domains. Therefore a concept is represented by a region in a conceptual 
space. His notion of concepts is based on the definition by Sloman, Love, and Ahn: A 
"concept is an idea that characterizes a set or category of objects" (Gärdenfors 2000, p. 60). 
Objects, in the philosophical sense also called individuals, are specified by a set of internally 
consistent properties. One object cannot have two disjoint properties. An object is 
represented by a point in the conceptual space (Gärdenfors 2002). 



 

Geometric similarity models measure the semantic distance in analogy to the 
spatial distance: The most prominent distance measure in vector spaces is the 
Minkowski metric (equation 3). It is a generic formula: For r = 1 the result is the city-
block distance and for r = 2 it is the Euclidian distance (Suppes, Krantz et al. 1989). 
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The similarity is a linear decaying function of distance d(q,c) (Attneave 1950; Melara, 
Marks et al. 1992) and the absolute identification confusability—often taken as 
indirect measure for similarity—is an exponentially decaying function of distance 
d(q,c) (Shepard 1957; Shepard 1958 a; Shepard 1958 b). 
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Fig. 1. A geometric model represents concepts in vector spaces. The concept 'sunflower' is 
modelled in a conceptual space with the domains 'height', 'has stalk' and 'colour'. 

Like features, it is not possible to specify the scope of domains in a conceptual space. 
They always refer to the whole concept: The whole concept 'sunflower' is represented 
as yellow, although only its bloom is yellow. Properties describing the components of 
the concept can be represented by Boolean dimensions such as the 'has stalk' 
dimension, but the components themselves cannot be further described. 

Conceptual spaces as introduced by Gärdenfors can represent relationships 
between concepts only as "compound dimensions", which resemble the notion of 
compound features in the feature model. Schwering and Raubal (Schwering and 
Raubal 2005 forthcoming) proposed an extension to conceptual spaces to model 
relations as dimensions to overcome this disadvantage. However, these "compound 
dimensions" suffer of the same problem that the relational structure is lost and cannot 
be used for similarity judgement. 



 

2.3   Network model 

Network models are built upon semantic nets. Rodriguez and Egenhofer (Rodríguez 
2000; 2003) proposed a semantic similarity measure between concepts4 based on 
semantic neighbourhoods. Subclass-superclass relations and partOf relations between 
concepts are represented by directed arcs in a semantic net. A semantic 
neighbourhood of a concept oa  is defined as the set of concepts }{ o

ic  whose distances 
to oa  is equal or less than r which is the radius of the neighbourhood. The distance 
between concepts represented by nodes is the length of the shortest path between two 
nodes in a semantic net. Rodriguez does not consider the direction of arcs neither 
distinguishes between types of relations. Equation 4 (Rodríguez 2000) gives the 
formal definition of a neighbourhood N. 
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Rodriguez uses the distances in the semantic net only for defining the neighbourhood. 
Once a neighbourhood is set, the similarity is computed based on word matching or a 
slightly modified version of Tversky's feature matching (for further information see 
(Rodríguez and Egenhofer 2003)). 

Other approaches compute the semantic similarity based on the shortest path in a 
network. Rada et. al propose a function to compute the distance between concepts in a 
semantic net for similarity measurement based on spreading activation (Rada, Mili et 
al. 1989). 

The representation of relations between concepts is the strength of the network 
approach. Rodriguez restricts relationships to hierarchic and partonomic relations, but 
it can be extended by other non-taxonomic relations such as spatial relations 
(Schwering 2004). Network models do not describe concepts any further (e.g. by 
features or dimensions) though for the similarity measurement it can be combined 
with the feature model like Rodriguez did. 

The main disadvantage of network models is their failure of modelling scope. Pure 
network models do not include properties at all; Rodriguez allows for features, but 
does not include their scope in the similarity measurement. Like Tversky, she simply 
compares sets of features. 

2.4   Alignment Model 

While the feature model, the geometric model and the network model are unstructured 
knowledge representations, alignment models are the first to represent knowledge in a 
structured way by adopting the structural alignment framework (Gentner and 
Markman 1997). Goldstone (Goldstone 1994; Goldstone and Medin 1994; Goldstone 
and Son 2004) introduced the Similarity, Interactive Activation, and Mapping (SIAM) 

                                                           
4 Rodriguez uses the notion of entity classes which are concepts about the real world in the way 

Dahlgren defines concepts: "These concepts about the real world are cognitive 
representations that people use to recognize and categorize entities or events in the real 
world." (Rodriguez 2000, p. 4). 



 

model, an alignment model for similarity measurement. It is used for similarity 
measurement of spatial scenes, though the notion of structural alignment can be 
applied to concept similarity measurement as well. 

The entities—spatial scenes—are described by roles, objects and features: Roles 
are two-ary relations with objects as arguments, which themselves contain feature 
slots filled in with particular values. Figure 2 shows a spatial scene and a description 
of this scene as it could be found in SIAM. Relations describe hierarchical (partOf 
and isA relations) or propositional representations of objects, such as the spatial 
relation in the example below (Goldstone 1994). 

The similarity measurement is two-step process: at first the correspondences 
between features, objects and roles are analyzed. All correspondences must be 
structural consistent which involves two constraints: one-to-one mapping and parallel 
connectivity (Markman 1999). One-to-one mapping states that each element—feature, 
object or role—is mapped to exactly one element of the compared entity. Mappings to 
multiple elements inhibit themselves mutually. Parallel connectivity means that the 
arguments of corresponding roles must also correspond. The second step of the 
similarity measurement is the interactive process to compute the similarity between 
spatial scenes: aligned matches increase the similarity more than non-aligned matches 
(for a detailed description of the interactive process see (Goldstone 1994; Goldstone 
and Medin 1994)). 

 

Representation:

above and left [
   (Sunflower: bloom yellow, height tall),
   (Rose: bloom red, height medium)]

 
Fig. 2. The alignment model proposed by Goldstone describes spatial scenes in a structured 
way with roles, objects and features. 

SIAM structures scenes into components called objects which are described by the 
roles they play and the features they have. Since this similarity model measures the 
perceived similarity by humans, objects are limited to the scene's component and 
features are limited to perceptual features only. By assigning each feature to one 
object of the scene, SIAM enables to model the scope of features in the sense that a 
feature belongs only to one part of the scene (compare different types of scope in 
section 3). It is not possible to state that a feature refers to one specific aspect of the 
object, e.g. it is not possible to describe the smell of the rose by features 'strong' and 
'sweet'. In alignment models both features are assigned directly to the object rose. 

One constraint for setting the correspondences is the one-to-one mapping of 
elements. With spatial scenes having more or less an identical structure (same objects 



 

with corresponding features) it is possible to align analogous objects and features, but 
this does not work for concept similarity: two properties describing one concept may 
align to one, more generic property describing another concept. A more flexible 
model allowing for property hierarchies and n:m matches is required to compute 
concept similarity. 

Features in SIAM are atomic and cannot be described any further. There exists no 
partial match between features (Feature 'bloom yellow' is as dissimilar to the feature 
'bloom orange' as to 'bloom black'. Modelling properties as dimensions enables 
measuring degree of similarity between properties.). 

3.   Hybrid Model for Structured Knowledge Representation 

The hybrid model for structured knowledge representation includes properties 
(features or dimensions) such as the feature model and the geometric model, but as 
well relations such as the network model. The main advantages of its flexible 
architecture are the ability to explicitly model the scope of properties. This section 
explains different types of scope (section 3.1) and introduces the elements and 
structure of the hybrid model (section 3.2). 

3.1   Scope of Properties 

Structured knowledge representations provide mechanisms to specify explicitly the 
scope of properties—the perspective or the aspect the property focuses on. In natural 
language we express the scope of properties for example by genitive constructs (green 
leaves of a rose) or participles presence (strong smelling flowers), but also by whole 
sentences (ivy is located in shadowy areas). Sometimes also the scope is not 
expressed explicitly, e.g. in 'red roses' the property red refers to the rose's bloom, but 
not to the whole rose). 
We distinguish four types of scope: 
• Scope 1: The property refers to the whole concept. In this case the property is 

assigned to the concept just as it is done in the feature- or the geometric model: For 
example the feature 'tall' of a concept 'sunflower' describes the whole sunflower 
and is therefore one feature of the set of features describing sunflowers. In 
geometric models the property 'height' with values ranging form 100 to 250 cm is 
used to describe the concept 'sunflower'. As property referring to the whole concept 
it is modelled as one domain of the conceptual space describing 'sunflower'. No 
relational structure is needed to model scope type 1. 

• Scope 2: The property refers to a part of a concept. In this case the concept and its 
part are modelled as two separate concepts related via a partOf relation. The 
property is assigned to the part and can be included in the similarity measurement 
via the relation to the main concept.  
For example the feature 'red' describing a rose's bloom would not be part of the 
feature set describing roses. Instead, two feature sets—one describing the concept 
'rose' and one describing 'rose's bloom'—are created. The feature 'red' is part of the 



 

'rose's bloom' feature set. The same goes for geometric models: Two separate 
conceptual spaces are created. The colour domain of the 'rose's bloom' conceptual 
space has the value 'red'. Both feature sets or both conceptual spaces are related via 
a partOf relation. 

• Scope 3: The property refers to a concept which is a superconcept S of the 
considered concept. In this case the super- and the subconcept are modelled as two 
separate concepts related via an isA relation. The property is assigned to concept S, 
but can be included in the similarity measurement via the relation to the 
subconcept.  
The property 'photosynthesis' is not describing the metabolism of flowering plants 
in particular, but is a property that all organisms containing chlorophyll, i.e. all 
plants (except for some parasitic plants), have. This property is assigned to the 
feature set or conceptual space of the concept 'plant'. 

• Scope 4: The property refers to a specific aspect, e.g. it describes the spatial 
environment where instances of a concept are usually located in. In this case the 
aspect is modelled as a separate concept (e.g. location) and related to the original 
concept via a non-taxonomic relation (e.g. contained within). By this non-
taxonomic relation any scope can be represented explicitly.  
In the running example the property 'sunny' is assigned to the feature set or 
conceptual space describing the location, because it is not the sunflower which is 
sunny, but its preferred location. 

The hybrid model uses relations to model the scope of properties. These relations are 
typically binary, but can be n-ary with n ≥ 2. 

3.2   Elements and Structure of the Hybrid Model 

A hybrid model consists of concepts, properties and relations. Concepts are modelled 
as nodes in a semantic net. They are described by properties modelled as domains in a 
conceptual space or as features in a feature set. Each node contains a conceptual space 
respectively a feature set (figure 3). In the following explanations we focus only on 
concepts described in conceptual spaces, but the similarity measure can be applied to 
concepts described with feature sets as well. 
 

A   B   C
D    E

F   G   H

a) b)property concept conceptproperty

 
Fig. 3. Hybrid models describe properties of concepts either in a conceptual space (figure a) or 
with a set of features (figure b). 

Relations between concepts are represented as directed arcs between nodes. If a 
property has a specific scope (which does not equal the whole concept like scope 



 

type 1) it is modelled as property of a separate concept with a relation specifying the 
scope (figure 4). 
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Fig. 4. The elements of a hybrid model are concepts and its properties, relations, the related 
concepts and their properties. Different types of relations are used to model different types of 
scope. 

Properties describing a superconcept of a concept X are represented in the conceptual 
space of the superconcept (scope type 3). The hierarchic relation between X and its 
superconcept are used in the similarity measurement to identify inheritance of 
properties. Properties describing parts of concept X are represented as properties of 
concept 'part of X' (scope type 2), which is related to X with a partonomic relation. 
Properties referring to the location of X are assigned to concept 'location of X', which 
is related to X with a spatial relation such as contained within (scope type 4). 
Properties referring to the function of X are analogous assigned to a concept 'function 
of X'. All concepts themselves can be described by properties and again by relations 
to other concepts. 

A hybrid model combines the idea of semantic nets with feature or dimensional 
approaches to model properties. This structured representation allows for modelling 
complex semantics and explicitly the scope of properties. 

4.   Semantic Similarity Measurement with a Hybrid Model 

Similarity in hybrid models gets calculated in a two step process. At first all 
properties are identified: for properties modelled as related concepts (scope type 2-4) 
we compute separate similarity values and in the second step include these values in 
the overall similarity measure. In this section we outline the particular requirements of 



 

a similarity measurement for structured knowledge representation and explain the 
measurement steps in detail. 

4.1   Requirements for the Similarity Measure 

A semantic similarity measure of a structured knowledge representation must be 
sensitive to the argument structure of the representation. This similarity measure must 
be able to account for properties modelled as features or dimensions and properties 
modelled in related concepts. If properties are connected via relations between two 
concepts, the type of relation must be considered in the similarity measure: 
• Properties belonging to concepts related with isA relations are inherited by the 

concept. If the concept already contains this property, it is not inherited, e.g. a 
concept 'flowering plant' is described by the property 'photosynthesis' and height 
with the values 0 to 300 cm. While the concept 'sunflower' being a subconcept of 
'flowering plant' inherits the property 'photosynthesis', it contains more specific 
information on the height and retains its own height description. 

• Properties of concepts related by partOf- or other non-taxonomic relations have to 
be considered separately. Their domains must not be included directly in the 
conceptual space of concept C, because they describe only a part or a specific 
aspect of C. Parts or aspects of concept C should be compared to corresponding 
parts or aspects of the other concept Q.  
It is not possible to include domains of the conceptual space of parts or aspects in 
the conceptual space of C, because there may exist domains with the same label in 
the conceptual space of C, but with different meaning due to their different scope, 
e.g. the domain colour describing the part 'bloom' of a rose has the value 'red' and 
the domain colour describing the part 'stalk' of a rose has the value 'green'. 

4.2   The Similarity Measure 

The similarity measure for hybrid models comprises several steps. The following 
detailed description refers to a dimensional representation of properties and an 
Euclidian measure. Other distance measures of conceptual spaces such as the city-
block metric can be applied without any problems (as long as the measure is based on 
property-wise comparison of vectors). If properties are modelled as features, 
Tversky's feature model is used for similarity measurement. 

In the explanation below we refer to a directed similarity measurement task as it 
occurs in the information retrieval: concept Q denotes the query concept. The 
similarity value indicates how similar a concept C is to the query concept Q. 
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According to the Euclidian metric (equation 5 is equation 3 with r = 2) the distance 
between two vectors C and Q in a multidimensional space is computed as the square 
root of the sum of the dimension-wise squared differences. At first we describe how 
to compute the dimension-wise difference.  
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Fig. 5. Step 1 of the similarity measure between query concept Q and concept C. 

Figure 5 and 6 illustrates the steps of the similarity measurement: 
1. Identify all common and corresponding properties of query concept Q and the 

compared concept C, as well those modelled as concept related to C and Q5. Step 
1.a in figure 5 illustrates the alignment of domains in the conceptual space of C and 
Q. Inherited domains are treated as ordinary domains of a conceptual space. Steps 
1.b.1 and 1.b.2 in figure 5 show the alignment of related concepts. In the example 
there are no correspondences for the properties D5 and D6 and for the relation 2. 
All additional properties and relations of concept C that the query concept Q does 
not contain—i.e. the user does not search for something having these additional 

                                                           
5 For the sake of simplicity we consider only same or comparable properties of C and Q. 

Properties that do not have a counterpart in the conceptual space of the other concept are not 
considered in the similarity measurement. 



 

properties or relations—are simply deleted and left out for the similarity 
measurement. 

2. For each related concept Crel and Qrel we compute a semantic distance value 
analogous to the similarity measure of conceptual spaces, e.g. a semantic distance 
value for the part 'bloom' of a rose to the part 'bloom' of the query concept. The 
resulting distance value is the Euclidian distance between the bloom of C and the 
bloom of Q (step 2.a in figure 6).  
In the conceptual space of C and Q we introduce a new temporary dimension for 
each related concept, e.g. a dimension 'partOfBloom' (step 2.b in figure 6). Since 
the related concept consists of a set of several dimensions we cannot assign a value 
on a single dimension to C or Q, but we do know the semantic distance of Crel and 
Qrel. This semantic distance is fed in the formula as shown in equation 6. 

3. Compute the difference between C and Q for each domain belonging to their 
conceptual space (step 3 in figure 6). 
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Fig. 6. Steps 2 and 3 of the similarity measure between query concept Q and concept C. 

The result is an n-dimensional vector (equation 6); n is the sum of the domains of the 
conceptual space of C and Q plus the domains of its related properties—in this 
example n = 5: four domains of C and Q and one related for the related concept. Each 
dimension of this vector represents the dimension-wise distance: 



 

• either it is the difference between concept's C value on this dimension and the 
query concept's value on this dimension 

• or it is the Euclidian distance between the related concept Crel and the related 
concept Qrel. 
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(6) 

These values are fed into the Euclidian distance formula: each dimension is squared, 
summed up and the square-root is computed of the sum. 

In the query concept each domain may be weighted by a weighting factor. By this 
can be specified the importance of each domain in the similarity measurement. These 
weighting factors are included in the similarity measure by a dimension-wise 
multiplication factor (Raubal 2004). 

Step 2 of the similarity measure is the calculation of the Euclidian distance 
between related concepts. To determine the semantic distance of these related 
concepts, one can again include the related concepts. To determine this recursive 
process we need to decide on a neighbourhood size—analogous to the radius 
determining the neighbourhood size in the similarity approach by Rodriguez and 
Egenhofer (see also section 2.3). 

5.   Case Study and Evaluation 

The case study shows how the hybrid model and its similarity measure can be applied 
to an information retrieval task. Then we evaluate advantages and disadvantages of 
this approach. 

5.1 Case Study 

The following case study is about an information retrieval task searching for 
appropriate plants to grow in one particular place. Rebecca is a landscape gardener 
planning the planting of a garden. She wants to replant a flower bed with plants that 
complement the existing planting. Since there should be plants blooming all over the 
year in different colours, Rebecca wants to choose a selection of plants with different 
properties concerning the season of anthesis, the colour of the bloom, the height etc. 
The flower bed is located in the sun. 

Rebecca specifies her query in the information retrieval system by choosing the 
relevant properties (figure 7) and specifying their scope. In this example she describes 



 

the plant she is searching for by restricting the properties of its part bloom and the 
location where the plant should grow. 
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Fig. 7. The information retrieval system contains several concepts and properties to describe 
plants. To specify the query in the information retrieval system the user chooses the properties 
relevant to describe the plant she is searching for. 

For each property—the related ones and the domains in the conceptual space of 
plant—she selects the relevant domains in the conceptual space provided by the 
information retrieval system and specifies the values on these domains. Figure 8 
shows the existing domains and the specified values by Rebecca. She leaves out 
domains such as 'lifetime' of the plant or 'form' of the bloom, because they are 
irrelevant for her task. 

Depending on the importance, Rebecca sets a weighting factor for each domain 
and each related property6. The weighting factors for the domains of 'bloom' and 
'location' are included in the calculation of the semantic distance between the blooms 
and the locations (step 2.a in figure 6). The weighting factors for the whole related 
properties 'bloom', 'leaf' and 'location' and the weighting factors for the domains of 
'plant' are included in the semantic distance calculation in step 3 in figure 6. 
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size: values {small, … , big} (grounding in cm³ possible)
form: values {flat, … , ball-shaped}
anthesis season: values {Jan, Feb, … , Dec}

conceptual space domains:
sunlight: values {umbra, pen-umbra, sunny, blazing sun}

query concept:
height: 40-60 cm

query concept:
colour: red
anthesis season: 
April-June

query concept:
sunlight: sunny

 
Fig. 8. The user specifies the values of the query concept's dimensions and domains, which are 
a subset of the dimensions and domains that are provided by the information retrieval system. 

                                                           
6 To keep the calculation simple we assume a weighting factor of 1 for every domain. 



 

In order to calculate semantic distances between concepts it is required that all 
dimensions of the conceptual space are represented in the same relative unit of 
measurement. This is ensured by calculating the z scores for these values, also called 
z-transformation (for more information about the z-transformation please see (Devore 
and Peck 2001)). 

Table 1. The semantic distance from all flower concepts to the query concept is computed. The 
most similar flowers are recommended to Rebecca. 

Flower  
(short names) 

Sem. 
Dist. 

Flower: 
Height cm 

Bloom: 
Colour 

Bloom: 
Anthesis 
Season 

Location: 
Sunlight 

Begonia 1,37 20-35 red Mar-Oct pen-umbra 
Papaver orientale  1,97 40-70 light red May-Jun sunny 
Achillea millefolium  2,54 40-60 red Jun-Sep sunny 
Centaurea dealbata 2,57 40-70 rose Jun-Jul sunny 

Campanula glomerata 2,78 40-60 blue-
violet May-Jun pen-umbra 

Doronicum orientale 2,93 40-50 yellow Apr-May pen-umbra, 
umbra 

Iris 'blue' 3,04 40-60 blue May-Jun sunny 
Chrysanthemum (red) 3,11 90 red Sep-Nov sunny 
Chrysanthemum (yel) 3,33 90 yellow Sep-Nov sunny 
Helianthus Annuus 3,38 100-250 yellow Jul-Oct sunny 
… … … … … … 

Malus sylvéstris 5,58 500-1000 reddish-
white Apr pen-umbra, 

umbra 

Pýrus commúnis 6,58 500-2000 white Apr-May pen-umbra, 
umbra 

 
Once specified the query concept, the information retrieval system measures the 
similarity between query concept and all concepts of plants in the system according to 
the above described similarity measure. Table 1 shows the description of a subset of 
flowers and their semantic distance to the query concept. The semantic distance 
values are transformed into a similarity value according to a linear decaying function 
of the semantic distance. The exact function must be determined by human subject 
testing. The complete list of flowers and their semantic distances can be found at 
http://ifgi.uni-muenster.de/~eidueidu/odbase05.zip. 

The information retrieval system does not contain information about a flower that 
satisfies all restrictions of Rebecca. The most suitable flower is the Begonia: it fits the 
colour and anthesis restrictions, though it is slightly too little and more appropriate to 
pen-umbra than to sunny locations. Papaver orientale, achillea millefolium and 
centaurea dealbata match the height and the location requirements, but the anthesis 
season does not completely overlap with the query concept. The bloom colour of 
papaver orientale and the one of centaurea dealbata are similar to red. Rebecca can 
look at the ranking and chooses one of the best ranked flowers. 



 

Malus sylvéstris (apple tree) and Pýrus commúnis (pear tree) have the highest 
semantic distance to the query concept and are therefore the least similar concepts. 
The system has classified them as "least suitable" to plant on a flower bed. 

Comparing the hybrid model with unstructured models such as the feature model 
or the geometric models the main advantage is the higher accuracy due to greater 
expressiveness. Using non-structured knowledge representations the concept 'rose' 
may be described as follows: Instead of being able to explicitly state that the bloom of 
a rose is red, the user adds this property to the whole concept 'rose'. In the data source 
though the colour of a rose is specified as green, since the data engineer described the 
stalk of a rose. The limited expressiveness of non-structured approaches leads to 
inaccurate similarity results. 

6.   Summary and Future Work 

This paper develops a model to describe concepts in a structured way. It is built on 
existing approaches to represent concepts—either a feature- or a geometric model—
and combines them with semantic nets which allow for modelling relations between 
concepts. These relations—hierarchic, partonomic or any other kind of non-
taxonomic relation—enable also an explicit representation of the scope of properties. 
Based on this flexible model we extended conventional similarity measures to include 
the scope of properties in the similarity assessment. The original idea underlying the 
measures—similarity based on the ratio of common and distinct features for feature 
models or similarity based on the spatial distance in conceptual spaces—is retained. 

Geometric similarity measures compare values in same domains (e.g. two colours 
in the colour domain) and feature-based similarity measures compare corresponding 
features (e.g. 'apple tree' and 'cherry tree' have the common feature 'has_fruit', but 'fir' 
has not fruit, i.e. has the distinct feature '¬has_fruit'). Like the geometric and the 
feature-based approach, the hybrid model also measures similarity based on 
comparing corresponding properties. Properties without counterpart in the other 
concept do not influence the similarity. 

Future research needs to investigate whether this missing information is also some 
information or not. We assume that missing counterparts for properties have negative 
effect on the similarity. The importance can easily be shown by an example: Rebecca 
is planning a fruit and vegetable garden and specifies a query concept for fruit trees 
with the property 'has_fruit'. The information retrieval system measures similarity to 
all other trees and finds a tree X which has identical properties like the query concept 
'fruit tree', except it does not have any information on its fruits. There is no 
counterpart for the property 'has_fruit' in concept X (we do not know whether it 
'has_fruit' or ¬'has_fruit'!). Since this property is essential for the query concept, this 
missing value should have negative impact on the similarity. But neither the feature 
nor the geometric model take into account missing counterpart properties. 
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